In this paper a new method to obtain a geometrically non-linear wind turbine structural model based on the full linear finite element model is presented. For this purpose, the wind turbine model is divided into multiple segments, i.e. tower, drive train and blades. For each segment a modal analysis is carried out. Boundary grid points are defined on each segment and loaded by ficticious masses. The modal analysis produces a set of 6 rigid-body modes and elastic modes close to fixed-fixed analysis. For the aeroelastic turbine simulation, the ficticious masses are removed. The elastic modes are used as master modes that describe the deformation, while the rigid-body modes are used as slaves to establish compatibility between the segments. A modal analysis is carried out in the local segment attached reference frame, yielding a local linear solution that is part of a global non-linear analysis. Large rotations and displacements are provided by rigid-body modes in a co-rotational framework.
I. Introduction
Aeroelastic simulations of wind turbines are time consuming, certainly when including structural nonlinearities in a high fidelity structural model. Several software tools have been developed to model the blade structure using either multi-body formulations or beam models. One of the non-linear beam formulations are the intrinsic beam models. Hodges 1 has first presented formulations that describe the strain-velocity relations. Inherently, beam models are one dimensional models, combined with cross-sectional properties. Asymptotic methods can be used to obtain the stiffness and mass properties of a cross-section of a slender beam. 2 Palacios has done an effort to obtain the 1D properties based on a full linear finite element model, 3, 4 thereby matching the detail level from linear load models with non-linear beam models. As the formulations are strain based, the rotations and displacements that are needed for an aerodynamic analysis need to be retrieved. Quaternions allow tracing the deformation by integrating the strains along the beam axis. 4 The second approach are flexible multi-body codes as provided in packages as MSc Adams. This type of approach has slowly found its way to wind turbine analysis tools. Two different methods can be distinguished within multi-body codes, namely codes employing flexible and rigid bodies. While rigid bodies are interconnected by springs, concentrating all displacements, they can only provide a very coarse structural solution. More advanced multi-body codes use elastic elements.
5 Mostly these simulations are based on energy formulations.
5
The presented paper will present an alternative, compact formulation based on modal reduction for a full wind turbine simulations.
The starting assumption is that the structural dynamics of a turbine can be separated into substructures such as blades, the tower and drive train. These substructures can be further broken down into segments, for which a normal mode analysis is carried out. The mode shapes and generalized stiffness and mass matrix will be used as basis for the wind turbine analysis. Compatibility between two connected segments is established through rigid-body modes. The underlying assumption here is that large deformations and rotations are modeled by rigid-body modes in a co-rotational framework, while elastic modes serve as Master coordinates for the deformations. Two compatibility types can be identified in the case of wind turbines. The first one are fixed connections. Bernhammer et al. 6 provide a geometrically non-linear formulation for this type of connections. An example would be the interface between multiple blade sections. The second type of connection allows one rotational degree of freedom. In the cases of the wind turbine, pitch systems and the connection between tower and drive train can be named. Selitrennik et al. 7 provide formulations for a morphing structure with one rotational degree of freedom.
The structural model can be seen as a geometrically non-linear extension of the approach of CraigBampton.
8 Non-linear compatibility is introduced between the different segments through rotation matrices. Additionally, the modal basis is obtained using ficticious masses. 9 This approach allows obtaining a set of rigid-body and elastic modes which are close to fixed-fixed condition. As only a single modal analysis is needed for both elastic and rigid-body modes, all modes are orthogonal and no orthogonalization procedure needs to be followed as in the case of Craig-Bampton. The model basis can be used as described in this paper to model the aeroelasticity of a full wind turbine.
The resulting aeroelastic model needs to be built based on engineering judgment. As has been shown by Bernhammer et al.,
6 already as few as 2 structural segments are sufficient to provide an accurate geometrically non-linear analysis for moderate blade tip deflections up to 30 percent of the rotor radius. Extending this to a full turbine allows the construction of an accurate, geometrically non-linear reduced order model for wind turbine structural dynamics.
II. Modeling aspects
The modeling approach is a combination of two research campaigns previously done with modal based formulations for geometrically non-linear structural dynamics. Selitrennik et al. 7 have modeled morphing aircraft structures, while Bernhammer et al. 6 have used modal based formulations for geometrically nonlinear beam models. The two papers will be used to describe the two types of joints that can be found in wind turbine dynamics. The non-linear beam model describes in detail how fixed connections between two adjacent segments can be formulated, i.e. for example non-linear blade deformations, subsegments of the blade can be linked to each other. In wind turbine dynamics, the drive train rotation or pitch rotation might be considered as morphing of a structure with one rotational degree of freedom as formulated by Selitrennik.
The start of the modeling process is to obtain the generalized matrices. During this preprocessing phase, the modal analysis is conducted and then the large ficticious masses are removed to obtain the generalized mass matrix for the quasi fixed-fixed mode shapes. During the time domain simulation, the compatibility is established between the elements in an iterative manner.
A. Ficticous masses
For the modal analysis, each turbine segment can be analysed individually and will be integrated into the global turbine model through compatibility conditions for the boundary grid points of the segments. A full linear finite element model can be used as will be shown in a numerical example as basis for such a modal reduction. For each segment the boundary grid points are loaded by large ficticious masses. At each of this boundary points, two or more elements will be connected with each other. The applied ficticious mass is a concentrated mass that needs to be large enough to introduce a virtual clamp at the extrema of each segment. As such, their magnitude needs to be larger than the overall mass of the segment under consideration, but small enough not to cause numerical ill-conditioning. 10 As the analysis is run free-free, the rigid-body modes are not altered, but significant local deformations are introduced for the elastic modes. For the aeroelastic analysis, the ficticious masses need to be removed as shown in Equation 1:
whereM f ull denotes the mass matrix of the complete structural model in finite elements,M f icticious is a mass matrix of the same dimensions asM f ull . As only the boundary elements are loaded the matrix containing the ficticious masses M f icticious is only non-zero for those nodal locations with the concentrated mass. φ denotes the eigenvectors of the structure including ficticious masses.M removed is the mass matrix to be used in the geometrically non-linear analysis. The stiffness matrix is not affected by loading the structure with ficticious masses, therefore it can directly be used.
B. Equations of Motion
Large structural displacements and rotations of each segment are modeled using rigid-body modes. The elastic modes that can be used to analyse the strains and stresses on the wind turbine blades are used to find small displacements in the local reference frame.
As the modal analysis is done for a free-free case and the quasi fixed-fixed conditions are introduced for the elastic modes, the modal basis spans a finite number of elastic modes and 6 rigid body modes.
The latter are used to ensure compatibility between the different structural segments. The masterslave relation between elastic and rigid-body modes is expressed by means of a non-linear, time dependent transformation matrix.
where ξ is the full set of mode amplitudes, ξ 1 are the amplitudes of the rigid-body modes and ξ 2 the amplitudes of the elastic modes as obtained in the quasi fixed-fixed case presented in the previous section. As both mode amplitude and transformation matrix are time dependent, the derivatives of Equation 2 are:
Equations 2, 3 and 4 are used to express a reduced set of modal equation of motion in state-space format.
with
In Equation 5,K andB are the generalized stiffness and damping matrix.
C. Fixed connections
Bernhammer et al. 6 provide a formulation for fixed connections, which have been implemented for the presented wind turbine aeroelastic analysis. First, the modes are separated into rigid-body modes and elastic modes. The rigid-body modes are used to establish compatibility between elements. They serve as slave coordinates while the actual deformation is described by elastic mode. The relation between the modal amplitude of elastic and rigid-body modes is given by Equation 8:
where the subscripts i,1 denote the rigid-body modes and the subscript i,2 the elastic modes. The transformation matrix T is non-linear and time dependent and will be constructed through compatibility relations. The fixed connection between two adjacent segments with a fixed interconnection without any degrees of freedom is given by:
with u i−1 as vector of translations and rotations of the boundary grid point of the previous segment. This displacement can be obtained by:
Equation 10 is given in the global coordinate system. The rotation matrix R converts the displacement for the body attached reference frame to the global reference frame. T i denotes the transformation matrix up to the segment that is considered. As the overall transformation matrix is non-linear and time dependent, it needs to be constructed each time step, starting at a known displacement condition, e.g. at the tower root of the wind turbine. The analysis is carried out element by element to find the global transformation matrix. The last remaining parameter F i ensures that only the displacements of the previous segment are taken into account and is given by:
F i is of dimension n modes by n modes · n segments with the last n modes by n modes entries being the identity matrix. Combining Equations 9 to 11 allows to assemble the transformation matrix specified in Equation 5:
As the modal analysis is carried out in a local reference frame, a last step is needed to transform the structural deformations to the global coordinate systems. In the local coordinate system the displacements can be obtained by adding the modal deformations to the undeformed segment shape. As given in Equation 13 , the rotation matrix takes care of this transformation.
D. Rotation matrix
The non-linear compatibility has been assessed except for the rotation matrix that needs to be used to convert the displacements from the global coordinate system to the body attached reference frame. The formulation of rotations is one of the key problems in formulating geometrically non-linear structural models using a co-rotational framework. In this paper the rotational vector approach is followed. 11 The orthogonal rotation matrix for a node is obtained using three independent parameters. A vector with the rotation angles Ψ 1 to Ψ 3 around the direction vectors of the body attached coordinate system is used to describe the orientation of the segment. These rotation angles are used to define a rotation vector u r and rotation angle ψ.
The rotation angle can be obtained using the rotation angles Ψ 1 to Ψ 3 .
Finally, the rotation matrix can be constructed
and
As both forces, moments and displacements rotations need to be transformed into the new reference frame, the full rotation matrix to be used per segment is given by:
While moments are passed from segment to each consecutive segment, the rotation is set to zero at the root of every segment. To ensure this condition, an additional rotation matrix is added such that rotations can be subtracted.
The non-linear transformation can thus be obtained by:
where the subscripts j denote the local coordinate system and 0 the global coordinate system. This allows constructing a second transformation matrix T 2 identical to T as given in Equation 12 except that all rotation matrices R are replaced by R rotations . These are included in the equations of motion in modal coordinates, which becomes:
The terms including T 2 are brought to the right-hand side of Equation 5. The resulting system is solved by numerical iteration.
E. Joints
Joints are an extension of fixed connections. While in the fixed connection as described before, one segment is connected to a previous segment, in the case of a joint, this element has multiple follower segments. The follower beam segments are independent and only attached through compatibility conditions at the joint. A classical example of such a connection is the hub of a wind turbine. It connects multiple blades to one shaft. The compatibility condition for each follower segment with respect to the master segment remains unaltered as described in Equation 9 . However the transformation matrix that describes the amplitude of all modes as function of the elastic mode needs to be modified. Up to the joint, the formulation given in Equation 12 stays unaltered.
where the index j denotes the Master segment before the joint and s1 and s2 the follower segments after the joint. This can be easily extended to joints with more than 2 follower elements. In case that the slave segment has follower segments itself, the previously describes procedure holds and compatibility is just established with respect to the respective master segment.
F. Morphing connections
Multiple morphing connections can be found in the simulation of wind turbine structures. Contrary to fixed connections, morphing connections allow for rotational degrees of freedom. The two most significant morphing elements are the shaft rotation and blade pitching. The main distinction to the fixed connection approach lies in an addition to Equation 9.
where Ω is a displacement and rotation vector containing 0 value translations such that:
with ϕ as the rotations about the principle axes of the body attached coordinate system of the current segment. These angles are a function of time and externally applied loading. In the case of the pitch rate, they are a control parameter and can be set by the controller. For the rotational speed of the shaft, the aerodynamic torque of the rotor can be used together with the rotor inertia to determine the angular accelerations of the drive train segment. As these rotations do not depend on the elastic modes, a second matrix is introduced such that Equation 8 becomes
This formulation allows simple application of consecutive morphing connections, by repetitively applying Equation 24. An example in wind turbines would be the cone angle of the rotor and then the pitch angle of the individual blades.
G. Applied forces
As each modal analysis is carried out in the respective reference frame of the segment, the applied external forces as given in Equation 5 are also included in the same coordinate system. This inherently renders the applied external forces follower forces of the structural deformation, a formulation that is very convenient in for aeroelastic analysis as the lift and drag forces of a given section are defined with respect to the orientation of the airfoil. If forces should be applied in the global reference frame, the inverse of the rotation matrix as presented in the previous subchapter can be used to transform the force vector into global coordinates.
During wind turbine simulations, rotational and gravitational forces play an important role. As modal formulations are used, both need special attention.
Rotational forces
Modal formulations are based on small displacement assumptions. Selitrennik et al. 7 have identified that this assumption eliminates part of the rotational forces. The complete inertial force due to a relative rotation of local coordinate systems is given in Equation 27.
with Ω being the relative angular vector and r being the relative direction vector. The 3 terms in Equation 27 are Euler, Corolis and centrifugal forces. In the presented formulation only Euler forces and Corolis forces are included, while centrifugal forces are neglected due to the small displacement assumptions of the mode based approach. Selitrennik et al. 7 suggests to re-introduce these forces through the applied force vector. This has been done in the current work. The angular vector can be directly obtained by numeric differentiation of the rotation vector that is given in Equation 10 . The centrifugal forces in Equation 27 can thus be expressed as:
where r is the vector to each mass location. These forces can be generalized. Because f centrif ugal needs to be calculated for the full set of grid points in the finite element model that have a mass associated to them, all masses have been lumped on the structural backbone to limit computational costs.
Gravitational loading
Gravitional loading is a force in the global reference frame. Therefore the forces first need to be converted into the local segment reference frame through the rotation matrix. In this reference frame, the forces can be generalized and included into the equations of motion. This has to be done segment wise, as the coordinate systems for the applied forces varies.
Equation 29 presents a formulation, where g is the gravitational vector, m is the lumped nodal mass and R the rotation matrix as introduced before. The gravity vector depends on the orientation of the segment in time.
H. Treatment of damping
As the mass matrix has been altered by removing the ficticious masses from the generalized mass matrix, damping needs special attention. One can distinguish two cases, namely if the damping matrix is assigned based on Rayleigh stiffness proportional damping and the case that Rayleigh mass proportional damping is used. Whereas in the first case, the damping matrix can be directly constructed as the stiffness matrix is diagonal, for mass proportional damping this is not the case. Removing the ficticious masses renders the mass matrix non-diagonal. To construct an effectively diagonal damping matrix the eigenvectors and natural frequencies of the generalized system need to be found. Bernhammer et al. 6 provide a derivation of the damping matrix to becomē
withB, the effectively diagonal stiffness matrix, Ψ as the eigenvectors of the generalized system, the damping coefficients ζ and the natural frequencies ω n . This formulation can be directly used for the application of modal mass proportional damping in the equations of motion given in Equation 5.
III. Blade model
As numerical example a linear finite element model of the NREL 5MW reference turbine is considered. Based on publicly available cross-sectional data, 12 the cross-sectional lay-out has been estimated for the blade and implemented into a finite element environment. For that purpose the cross-section has been divided into a girder section, the web, and 3 skin sections. From a database of material properties, the ideal configuration is determined to match stiffness and mass distribution. Figure 1 shows the achieved distribution versus the reference turbine. Especially for the flapwise bending stiffness, an excellent approximation is reached, a fact that can be attributed to the heavier weighting of the flapwise stiffness in the objective function. The edgewise stiffness is also quiet well approximated. One should note that from the root up to 10 meter span, a slightly softer cross-section is achieved. The torsion mode is the poorest approximation, as the structure is significantly stiffer than the reference turbine. As most deformations of a wind turbine are edgewise and flapwise bending deformations, a blade that is more rigid in torsion is a price that can be paid. For the obtained finite element model a modal analysis has been carried out. Table 1 shows the comparison of the blade modes from the full linear finite element model and the implementation of the stiffness distribution in Adams and Nastran. As can be seen, especially the frequency of the flapwise modes is very well matched with an error of 1.56 % and 2.04 % for the 1st and 2nd flapwise bending modes. As the edgewise stiffness is slightly underpredicted, the modal frequency for edgewise modes is lower than the ones of the reference turbine. 
IV. Application to wind turbine aeroelastic simulation
For a simple analysis, the turbine can be broken down into 5 different substructures: the tower, the drive train and 3 blades. The full turbine model is shown in Figure 2 with the blade model as described above. A simple tower model of a tapered cylindrical beam has been modeled according to the stiffness distribution of the NREL 5 MW turbine. To allow rotor rotation, a morphing connections is included for the aeroelastic analysis. Additionally a cone angle of 5 degree is applied to study the behavior of the blades due to gravity. This turbine system can be easily extended to study the structural dynamics also for pitch operation, of a yawing turbine or a floating turbine, but for the presented study these have been omitted.
As the rotor blades show most sensitivity in aeroelastic responses and can display geometrically nonlinear effects, certainly when considering downwind turbines, it was chosen to further segment the blade into subsegments as shown in Figure 3 . The blade is broken into 2 segments. For each segment a structural backbone is defined. This backbone should coincide with the chordwise position for which the aerodynamic loads are determined as the generalization of the forces is carried out based on the modal displacements of The same procedure has been executed for the tower. The modal analysis was carried out segment per segment and the ficitious masses have been removed from the generalized mass matrices. For the presented structural dynamics analysis, 7 elastic modes per segment have been taken into account. For the blade these modes are the first 4 flapwise bending modes, 2 edgewise bending modes and a torsional mode. The procedure to construct the non-linear compatibility has been followed. Morphing degrees of freedom are the rotation of the blade and the cone angle the rotor forms. While the azimuth angle of the turbine is time dependent and a function of the rotor angular speed, the cone angle is a constant of 5 degree. For the aeroelastic analysis, loads have been obtained by a blade element method (BEM). The aerodynamic loads have been calculated in DU-SWAT. 13, 14 This tool is an aeroservoelastic in-house wind turbine analysis tool of TU Delft. Neither wind shear nor turbulence are included when obtaining the loads. The time history of the aerodynamics have been calculated for wind speeds from 5 m/s to 17 m/s. These loads are applied on the geometrically non-linear structural model. An analysis with simplified load cases has shown that the deformations obtained with 1 segment along the blade are sufficient as the displacements and rotations on the reference turbine are only small. The obtained load cases have been simulated with the geometrically non-linear wind turbine model. Figure 4 shows the tip displacement as a function of wind speed for different wind turbine analysis tools. While both FAST and GH Bladed use linear structural formulations, DU-SWAT exploits geometrically non-linearities by using a multi-body formulation with rigid elements and linear interconnecting springs. First of all, one can conclude that the presented method fits well within the deformations obtained by the three other codes. Especially good agreement is reached when comparing the current approach with DU-SWAT and GH Bladed. The agreement with FAST is poorer, however the reason should not be searched in the structural dynamics, but in the aerodynamic formulations, as FAST shows a higher thrust level of the turbine as compared with the other codes. This increase in thrust translates into an increase in tip deflection. The maximum error with DU-SWAT is 6 percent. This difference might seems very big at first, however one should note that DU-SWAT solves a coupled aeroelastic problem, while the current simulations does not iterate the forces depending on the structural deformation. One of the major benefits of modal formulations is that the simulations are carried out, starting from the full 3D model. The modal reduction is easily inverted and strains of the full blade can be easily obtained. Figure 5 are displaying the strain distribution of windward and leeward of the turbine blade when passing through 0 degree azimuth angle. Light shades of gray represent tensile strains, while dark spots stand for compressive strains. One can see that the aerodynamic forces cause the entire blade to bend such that the windward side experiences tensile strain, while the leeward side gets compressed. Stress concentrations are found at the double curved transition from the cylindrical root section to the airfoils at 10m span location. At this location, the skin of the wind turbine blade is already a lot thinner compared to the root section, such that the difference in bending stiffness is a factor 4, while the moments do not change equally much. Beyond this position the curvature of the beam is rather uniform as the stiffness distribution matches the bending moment distribution. Therefore the strain level from 20 to 50 meters is rather constant before decreasing towards the tip.
As a final step, a dynamic load case was evaluated, namely a step in load from the loads at 11 m/s as used before to 1.2 times this load. One would expect that this should trigger especially the first blade flapwise mode. The structural response to this step change in loading is shown in Figure 6 . The step is located at 7s. The step can be clearly seen in the structural response. Damping in this simulation, as in all other simulations was Rayleigh stiffness proportional damping with a coefficient of 0.03. The vibration that the structure shows is located at 0.7 Hz, the first eigenfrequency of the blade. One should notice that the response is polluted by the rotor blade passing through the gravitational field under a cone angle, reducing Step response of tip displacement due to load increase
V. Geometrically non-linear blade deformation
While the tip displacements of the NREL 5MW turbine are far less than 10 percent of the blade span and therefore too small to provoke significant geometric non-linearities, an additional load case was constructed to demonstrate the non-linear modeling potential of the approach. The blade section geometry and stiffness distribution is unaltered with respect to the previous calculations, however, the applied load is reduced to a single out of plane tip force. This tip force is increased from 20,000N to 200,000N in steps of 20,000N. Figure  7 shows the comparison between tip displacement of the blade modeled with 1 and 2 beam segments. On the axes are the flapwise tip displacement and the displacement along the beam span. While the amplitude of the deflections are not greatly influenced by the non-linearity, the beam shows a significant non-linear shortening effect with increasing load amplitude. The explanation of this phenomenon can be found in Figure 8 . The non-linearities cause the force to act as follower force, thereby increasing the amplitude of the tip deflection. This is manifested in the higher rotation angles that can be found at the blade tip in the non-linear case as compared to the linear analysis (1 segment). Opposing this effect is the shortening of the blade in the non-linear case as compared to the linear analysis. The total blade length increases when undergoing very high deflections. The geometrically non-linear analysis does not exhibit the same lengthening effect, as large displacements and rotations are computed through rigid body modes and non-linear compatibility. The blade span therefore does not increase by the same amount. While the non-linear effects in the presented example are still very moderate, the presented approach can even model strong non-linearities accurately as has been shown by Bernhammer et al. 
VI. Conclusion
A compact method to describe the structural dynamics of a wind turbine has been formulated based on modal reduction. The modal approach allows limiting the structural degrees of freedom to a minimum without losing accuracy in the solution. The blade structure can be modeled with very few segments and still is able to model moderate geometric non-linearities accurately. In the presented example of the NREL 5MW turbine, non-linearities in the blade structural dynamics are of minor importance as the maximum tip deflection over blade length is less than 10 percent. Certainly, for downwind turbines, higher displacements and rotation angles will be observed, which calls for a non-linear simulation. In the presented method, this can be easily done by increasing the number of segments locally, i.e. by having multiple segments along the
